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Interactive.

Samsung Interactive Table
for Samsung Galaxy S8
New York Unpack 2017
Jan.2017 ~ Apr.2017
Participated as an UI planner
and UX architect for designing the UX structure and
wireframe of Interactive Table

In Samsung Galaxy S8’s New York Unpack at Lincoln
Center 2017, Samsung Interactive table engaged
many visitors to experience emerging features of
Samsung Galaxy S8. Integrated with acrylic jog dial as
a menu controller, the table enabled to navigate
Samsung Galaxy S8’s new features and experience
immersive graphic interactions that interplays with
story contents. Graphic Interaction that happens in
each sequence is responsive to Samsung Galaxy S8
and acrylic jog dial’s movement, and it creates
diverse graphical responses depending on how the
phone and the jog dial meet each other or how they
are located on the surface. Based on this usability,
the installation conveyed a sense of life style
combined with Samsung Galaxy S8 and its affiliated
product lines.
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Wholefoods
Promotional App
Proposal
RISD, spring semester, 2015

In regard to Whole Foods’ successful
achievement until 2005, there are
several micro and macro reasons
behind that. From the micro view, in
terms of building up their business
model towards the market, they
positioned themselves as a corporation
pursuing the themes of “natural,
sustainably developed, grown under
the fair trade, green friendly” based on
consumer’s need and lifestyle.
Based on this direction point, I
proposed wholefoods promotional
application that aims to promote local
manufacturers and their local products
by integrating with LOHAS campaign
that embraces the core value of
Wholefoods - Doin’ good to nature and
people with honest.
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Transence

Transence is the futuristic application platform that allows to transfer

(Transmit + Sense)

the surface of an object through a wearable scanner sensor, texture

Speculative UX Design Project

the replicated texture integrated with image. By physically scanning
data is made, applied to transformable screen for replicating the
original texture. Through the process of converting texture data,

RISD Fall Semester, 2014

Transence ultimately enables user to perceive the image's texture
digitally replicated on the screen surface of smart-device.

접착형 Wearable
Scanner를
손가락에 붙인다.

Sriracha Madness
for Sriracha Manias
Application
UI/UX Proposal
RISD Spring Semester, 2015

Sriracha’s Company - Huy Fong Foods’ focus is the products quality as it should be.
By allowing the fanaticism of the customers continue to market the brand, be it word of
mouth, social media or made up youtube Sriracha commercials, it has a core, underlying
strength far more lasting than any type of mass produced marketing campaign.

Based on this fandom culture, I propose the application as a playground for Sriracha
manias who enjoys the crazy, fun challenge with Sriracha hot sauce. With Sriracha
Aptitude Test(SAT), the applicant is tested and proved as a genuine Sriracha mania on
the app playground.

Analyzing user’s inherent
behavioral pattern of
accessing Application by
HCI methodology
Thesis Project Research

Jan.2016 ~ Mar.2016

When or where do you usually get information? What
kind of information do you usually get access to
under the certain circumstance? How do you get
information under time pressure? As a theoretical
background for actualizing thesis model,
understanding the user pattern under situational
specificity was demanded to initially map out the
overall UX structure of visual interface.
This research aims to methodically analyze people’s
informative propensity under certain situational
specificity. In order to clarify the behavioral pattern,
the HCI9 framework (Individual Sequence Model and
Consolidated Sequence Model) will be utilized in
clarifying the sequential algorithm of a user’s
informative tendency.

* The frames of sequence models showing from the
following sections are theoretically cited from the
framework introduced in “Sequence Model Analysis,”
“Kim, Jin Woo (2012), Human Computer Interaction
개론 pp 254, 255.” On the basis of HCI frames, user
behavioral patterns were sequentially reorganized
and clarified.
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HXD Project
(Academic-Hospital Cooperated project)

Mar. 2013 ~ Oct. 2013
Participated as UX planner, UX Strategist
and Product Designer

In South Korea’s big hospital-KUMC, communication
in the process of hospital administrative work contains
a lot of issues. Particularly in talking between hospital
administration counselor and the elders who are not
familiar with the overall hospital procedure,
conversation does not go fluently and it takes a lot of
time to persuade and make them understand. And it
consequently leads to delay and affect the following
customer’s work. Even in the research phase of this
project, me and my team observed several
argument-ish conversations between counsellor and
elderly customer about some hospital administrative
procedure.
In planning research strategy, we planned to do
ethnographic research, which is observing and
collecting individual’s actual heuristic data from their
activities. During several months of research at KUMC,
we tightly observed, analyzed how elderly customers
communicate with hospital counsellor and how they
experience the administrative procedure in terms of
user experience. With UX Methodologies like AEIOU,
User Journey Map, KJ Mapping, Affinity Diagram, the
data we collected was sorted out into several
categories, and the key insights for solution were
clarified in the process.

HXD Project
(Academic-Hospital Cooperated project)

Medical Assist Band for elders

Based on HCI-driven UX research, Medical Assist Band focuses on two usabilities:
verifying the medical payment record by printer pad and assisting their
communication by guide band with pictograms based on their medical record.

In case of having conversation with a counselor, they can easily communicate with
her by the medical guide band from the record receipt of the printer pad. And the
elderly customer can take advantage of a medical guide band as a bracelet after
tearing off from the record receipt for the purpose of easier communication. As a
result, it will be helpful for themselves to take care of their business in a way of
avoiding unnecessary argument and pursuing time saving.

flou.
Augment the music in interface
Speculative UX Project
Proposal
Individual Work, 2017

Flou is an visual interaction-based audio system that provides user with tangible
visual experience between the audio devices. Synchronized with flou speaker
deck and flou application, once the flou earphone is put on the surface of a
deck, a relevant music interface of what user is listening to is generated on the
surface screen.
Depending on where the earbud is attached or how it moves on the surface,
GUI of speaker deck fluidly responses to its physical movement.
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